I would not expect this to change if United Farmworkers and has since the largest food store chain, immediately and necessarily a profit making operation. are lower than dining service, which is not dining service, and probably is run to took one in 1962. More likely the choice of a union is through economic realistic and legal way to force the sweetheart contracts with Teamster many large lettuce growers have signed important gains in the conditions of grape years.

The purpose of large educational institutions (such as MIT, Harvard, and Boston University) is supposed to provide a broad education to students in these fields as well as others. Those institutions are supposed to be free marketplaces of ideas, where intellectual dissent is allowed, and where almost all viewpoints are represented. In fact, where no such dissent exists are institutions. Instead, views which dissent effectively from the intellectual tone also excluded from courses in various departments and supporters of those views are excluded from the faculty. Because of MIT's status in the academic community, I would not expect my following remarks on the situation to be published in any academic journals, but I will nevertheless try to apply to other universities as well.

This suppression of dissent is not a question of whether professional professors are overpowered by some such ratio as ten to one or even hundred to one is no individual professors in the entire School of Humanities and Social Sciences at MIT. Not one. We challenge MIT's President, Wiesner, or any other self-respecting academic supporter of individual principles on campus that has every such collective representation, yet there is not a faculty member that the entire tradition of the United States is ignored, for it was on the basis that such intellectual principles that this country was founded. How can MIT claim to be an educational institution with such policies and who peacefully request, on the basis of intellectual arguments — not threats and intimidation — a change in these policies, be considered to be an educational institution?

Further, when SDS types take over buildings and the administration, they are purged for their pseudo-educational, revolutionary, and probably illegal activities "idealities," and are sometimes even given carte blanche to administer to the people. Yet, at MIT, there are students who are seriously concerned about MIT's educational policies and who peacefully request, on the basis of intellectual arguments, a change in these policies, to be considered to be an educational institution.
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